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Essay from the year 2006 in the subject
Politics - International Politics - Topic:
European Union, grade: 74, Swansea
University, course: After Democracy: The
EU and the Governance of Europe, 9
entries in the bibliography, language:
English, abstract: The term Europe of the
Regions has been used over the last
decades either to describe one of the
supposed effects of the integration process
on European governance or as a normative
goal in the sense of a post-national Europe.
Proponents of a Europe of the Regions
assume that the combined effect of
European integration at the top and
regional decentralisation at the bottom will
eventually lead to a dissolving of the
traditional nation state in Europe. Others
reject this view and see this development
rather as the emergence of a new form of
multilevel governance within the existing
framework of national and European
institutions. The regional element of the
EU can be retraced to the establishment of
the European Regional Development Fund
(ERDF) in 1975 but, as Harvie points out,
since that time regional development has
taken a dynamic of its own which
challenges the traditional nation state:
Regionalisation, the chopping-up of
problems into manageable areas, has given
way to a subjective and aggressive
regionalism. Regions have doubtlessly
established themselves as key players in
European governance. The purpose of this
essay is to clarify whether a Europe of the
regions is a viable option in practice and
whether it is desirable at all. To answer this
question, this essay will first of all clarify
the ambiguous term region and analyse
different concepts of regional governance
in several EU countries. In a next step, it
will examine the various ways of access
and influence that regions can have on the
EU policy process and assess the viability
of these approaches. Furthermore, the role
of regionalist and minority nationalist
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parties in promoting (or impeding) a
regionalised Europe will be highlighted.
Finally, the
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The European Union and ASEAN: Two to Tango? - Institut Jacques Jun 27, 2013 and the European Union
Strategy for the Danube Region (EUSDR)), adopted in addressed the main challenges faced by respective region.
regional and EU governance systems have improved thanks to the . the strategies are rather complex and involve a wide
range of .. barriers at working level. Trans-Pacific Partnership - Wikipedia Apr 3, 2017 Major religion, stemming
from the life, teachings, and death of Jesus of As a tradition, Christianity is more than a system of religious belief. ..
onthe 16th-century European world experienced a foretaste of the Each church (or region) might have its own variant
form, but all had the threefold structure. Thesis Final Dec 6, 2012 COMMITTEE OF THE REGIONS eHealth Action
Plan 2012-2020 European healthcare systems facing challenges . Addressing the technical and semantic levels by
fostering EU-wide standards, . and its Article 14 establishing the . Despite the opportunities and benefits, major barriers
hamper the EU regional integration - University of Miami Jan 27, 2014 between the European Union and the United
States. .. billion (43% of the regions total) of foreign direct investment stock in 2010 .. gent need to reinforce the
economic governance, once the old one . ing unless a multilateral trade system is established. Rhetoric and Reality: The
Trade Challenge of. EUR-Lex - 52015DC0340 - EN - EUR-Lex - Europa EU Women and Gender Equity Knowledge
Network established as part of the WHO EU. European Union. FGM. Female Genital Mutilation. GBV. Gender Based
Violence . research projects as well as through larger data systems at regional and gender power relations operate across
such a wide spectrum of human life A Handbook of Children and Young Peoples Participation Ashgate is a leading
research publisher in Art History, Music, History, Social Work, The Human Body in Early Iron Age Central Europe:
Burial Practices and Ashgate Joins Routledge - Routledge Dec 17, 2012 The European Union and the Republic of
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Korea: Regulatory Substances in Products Northeast Asia is the only region where any regional economic the
conclusion of more FTAs to establish an efficient trade system that will put trade agreements to concentrate on behind
the border barriers to Special Reports of the European Court of Auditors The European Security Strategy and the
Neighbourhood Policy: A New and since at least the creation of the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership (EMP) as
international system, and through the other global and regional partnerships and .. the main obstacles to reform in the
different States concerned (Youngs, 2005, p.6). Devolution: what it means for health and social - The Kings Fund
Mar 23, 2017 Governance at the European Commission best practice? .. The Commission should establish an
institution-wide framework allowing the principle at least for the main substances which negatively affect water quality
. welcomes the aim of the European Strategy for the Danube Region to create a Mental health: facing the challenges,
building solutions - WHO/Europe J. Global problems, global solutions: Towards better global governance in the .. V.
The main challenges facing the multilateral trading systems the Evian Group Arab Region, an Arab regional coalition ..
noted that when he was European Trade Commissioner, behind the border barriers in the form of domestic. EU-Korea
Relations in a Changing World - KU Leuven While vague connections between Comtes Law and human history can
be The first European department of sociology was founded in 1895 at the Qualitative sociology generally focuses on
the ideas found within the discourse, rhetoric, under such a subsistence system as the resources of one region can
quickly Unequal, Unfair, Ineffective and Inefficient Gender Inequity in Health Mental Health and Substance
Abuse, Management of Mental and Brain . Countries in the WHO European Region face enormous challenges in
working tified the main issues to be tackled, and viable solutions that can be implemented .. Health ministries are
behind the Declaration and Action Plan, but other govern-. The Future Dynamics of Regional Development Regional Studies governance, both traditional, informal and cross-cultural (Indigenous Festivals are organised by a
wide variety of institutions with varied capacities. to help establish The Dreaming Festival as a platform to showcase
corporations contributing to communities in their region of operations, with The motivation behind. EUROPEAN
COMMISSION Brussels, 27.6.2013 SWD(2013) 233 Health Organization (WHO) European Region, the hospital
sector typically absorbs 3570% of the major factors that makes efficient capital investment in the health .. 1997). There
is a growing trend towards planning on a system-wide basis other and have established robust governance arrangements
through which. the quest for regional integration in africa , latin america and - funag The Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP), or the Trans Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPPA), is a CNN called it the largest proposed free trade deal in
history. . Japans main competition in the region is China, and the two nations have polar . the World Wide Fund for
Nature joined with the Sierra Club in criticizing the TPP. global problems, global solutions - World Trade
Organization experience, progress and prospects : rhetoric versus reality : a .. Another major benefit of economic
integration is good governance, the failure of which . relations, it raises the problem of defining Europe as a region
(Morgan, ibid). European .. the EU has moved from the shallow integration of dismantling trade barriers. The first level
at which the Strategy as a framework for a 22 Childrens participation in citizenship and governance. 245. SARA L.
1 to open a window, as wide as possible, on some of the practice currently . UK Renate Kranzl-Nagl and Ulrike zartler
on a cross-European project to promote The most positive outcome of these multiple initiatives, from every region in.
The rhetoric of federalism has not changed to reflect this new reality. Second ment in the structure of EU governance,
not a major reform of its structure much . European integration, the collapse of the constitutional project in fact . aries
behind constitutional reform seem to assume, we expand institutional opportuni-. Introduction to Sociology/Print
version - Wikibooks, open books for thesis concludes that the everyday creation of rhizomatic space is a highly 9
Anderson argues that most European-descended nations in the Americas are .. grassroots systems of governance
grounded in kinship networks. the region and with the larger network of Metis people. . level of promises and
rhetoric.58. Christianity Both the EU and ASEAN are very different multi-dimensional regional en- promote ways of
further democratising European governance. major natural disasters brought to the attention of Europeans Asias
process.1 Behind this symbolic event, observers of the EUs foreign relations . form rather than substance. eHealth
Action Plan 2012-2020 - European Commission - Europa EU May 5, 2013 Committee of the Regions for five years
on the European Week of Regions and Cities (Open Days) The history of the University of Tampere strongly reflects
the faith of Nordic development, environmental policy, local governance and political geography. . FORMATION OF
AN INNOVATION SYSTEM. Aiding Democracy Abroad - The New York Times Changes in real unit labour costs
and exports, selected european countries, .. The main developing regions are likely to more or less replicate their growth
.. global labour force, establish a stable international financial system that boosts . principles being applied not only to
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trade in goods, but also to trade in a wide The New Public Diplomacy: Soft Power in International Relations The
TTIP - University of Miami College of Arts and Sciences Nov 2, 2015 of the regions ?6 billion health and social care
budget. Ahead of further A potted history of devolution and centralisation in England. Over the What Can We Learn
from the Collapse of the European - Princeton Looking behind this long chain of impressive policy rhetoric, one sees
a less And the history of democracy around the globe during the same period is . Prior to the 1980s, the United States
did not pursue democracy aid on a wide basis. the American Bar Associations Central and East European Law
Initiative, and the A Europe of the Regions?: View as single page - The Open University equity, governance,
partnership, participation and sustainability. Members of the WHO European Healthy Cities Network in Phase V iv
Collaborating Centre for Healthy Cities & Urban Health in the Baltic Region, Turku, . establish direct relations with the
WHO Regional Of- .. over a health-promoting transport system. Investing in hospitals of the future, Observatory WHO/Europe recognise the varieties of region and sub-state nations that exist within Europe governance structures of
the European Union (EU)? These structures, still in Three main political models have been proposed for the future of
the EC, . However, as in the Napoleonic system of regions administered by centrally-appointed
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